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ABSTRACT

We present a method for doing zero-shot transfer of multi-agent policies as the number of teammates, opponents, and environment size varies. We apply our approach to RoboCup inspired test domains, where it is necessary for policies to adapt to changing numbers of robots due to in-game breakages. We introduce the concept of encoding not only the states as an image, but also the action space as a multi-channel image, which allows the state and action size to remain fixed across team size changes. We also introduce Fully Convolutional Q-Networks, which represent Q-functions in this space using Fully Convolutional Networks. We present results for zero-shot transfer of these policies across team sizes and field sizes, showing that performance remains consistent as both change.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

RoboCup soccer is an international competition where teams of researchers compete to create the best team of autonomous soccer playing robots [13]. The game presents a challenging environment to any type of learning agent due to the multiple agents, adversarial nature, noisy states, noisy actions, and sparse reward signals. Keepaway is a simplified sub-game of robot soccer that has been used as a test domain for learning approaches [9, 10]. In keepaway, a team of agents attempts to maintain control of the ball for as long as possible, while a team of adversaries attempts to take the ball.

In this work, we introduce a method to learn multi-agent policies with a fixed team size and field size, and then transfer these policies to new team sizes and new field sizes with zero additional training. We apply our approach to a keepaway inspired domain. During a real robot soccer game, the number of robots will vary due to breakages, battery changes, etc. Therefore, any learned policy must be capable of adapting to new team sizes without a lengthy training process. While there are many existing transfer learning approaches, there are not many multi-agent specific transfer approaches. Most approaches are just slight adaptations on single-agent transfer techniques including: multi-agent object oriented MDPs, task mappings, experience sharing, and supervision from more experienced agents in similar contexts [1–3, 12]. Unlike these works, we focus not on transferring between different tasks, but across team sizes and field sizes. To our knowledge, this is the first work in this area.

In this rest of this paper, we introduce the following contributions: 1) a method of encoding the state and action space as multi-channel images, 2) the Fully Convolutional Q-Network architecture, which represents a Q-function in this encoding using Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [5] and 3) experimental results demonstrating consistent performance after zero shot transfer to different team and field sizes.

2 METHODOLOGY

We model the world as a standard Markov Decision Process (MDP) [8]. For RoboCup, we assume that the raw state information contains positions of all detected robots and the ball and any other information necessary to control the robots (e.g. velocities). We also assume that the robots on each team are homogeneous. We apply our method to a grid-world game inspired by keepaway.

2.1 Naïve State-Action Representation

The simplest state representation for a keepaway like domain, is to concatenate the position of the ball, position of the robots, and any other relevant features into a single state vector. We will assume that the action space for each robot is made up of discrete actions, such as “move left”, and groundings of parameterized actions like “pass to robot 1”. Using the state vector and the set of discrete actions, we could apply any off the shelf deep RL algorithm such as DQN [6, 7].

This representation cannot easily transfer across team sizes, as adding/removing robots will change the state-vector size and the number of actions. Policies are represented as a parameterization of the state-action space, so changing the dimensionality of either states or actions will require new parameters to be learned.

2.2 Image Action Space MDP

We represent the state as a generated multi-channel image that spans the entire field, with high enough resolution to remain fully-observable. Positions of the robot are marked in this image using different colors to represent teams and which robot has the ball as seen in Figure 1. Adding or removing robots to the field now only changes the colors in the image, not the size.
Actions are represented as a one-hot, multi-channel image. Each channel corresponds to a discrete action or an action parameterized by a robot. To select a discrete action, in the channel corresponding to the discrete action, the agent will mark its own position. To select a parameterized action, in the channel corresponding to that action, the agent will mark the robot that the action is being applied to. Figure 1 shows an example of what this action might look like for a single discrete action “move” and a single parameterized action “pass to”.

The action space has many pixels that can be marked, but only a few are relevant in a given state. Similar to prior work [14], we add an additional channel to the state image that marks all pixels that are valid actions for the given state. The agent must learn to 1) use this extra state information and 2) learn which of the marked pixels is the best choice for the state.
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**Figure 1**: (Left) Example of generated state image. Ball holder is red, teammates are blue, opponents are yellow. (Middle, Right) Example action encoding for choosing “Pass to” action with upper left blue teammate as parameter.

### 2.3 Fully Convolutional Q-Networks

Using a standard DQN style architecture (convolutions followed by fully connected (FC) layers) has two issues: 1) FC layers can only accept a fixed size input 2) flatten for the FC layers throws away spatial information. We instead create Fully Convolutional Q-Networks, by adapting Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [5] to represent the Q-function in our new image action space. FCQNs consist only of convolutional layers, so for any size input, a proportionally sized output image will be produced. Therefore an FCQN can be evaluated for any sized field. Each pixel in the output image represents the Q-value of marking that pixel in the one-hot action image. As used in Sukhbaatar et al. [11], we add an averaging layer to our network to help multiple agents coordinate.

### 2.4 Training and Transferring

States and actions are represented via images as described above and our policy is represented by an FCQN. All agents use the same FCQN layers and train a shared set of weights. Agents can discern their own positions via their masking channels.

Training is performed using the Double DQN [4] training algorithm with the FCQN architecture. An \( \epsilon \)-greedy policy is used for exploration. After training, to add a new agent, simply execute another copy of the shared FCQN weights. Similarly, to remove an agent, just remove one of the copies of the shared sets of weights.

### 3 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

We create a grid-world domain inspired by RoboCup Keepaway. A team of agents, one starting with the ball, tries to keep the ball as long as possible. An opposing team, with a fixed policy controlled by the environment, chases after the ball holder, and attempts to intercept passes. The ball is stolen when an opponent is in a cell adjacent to the ball holder. The ball holder can only pass along rows and columns when no opponent is in between the ball holder and the teammate. The rewards during training are: -1 for marking invalid pixel, -1 when the ball is lost, -1 when the ball is captured, 0 otherwise. Episodes are capped at 100 steps. \( \epsilon \) is decayed from 0.99 to 0.1 over two million steps. We trained with a team size of 3 vs 3 opponents on a field size of \( 10 \times 10 \) for 900,000 samples.

Figure 2 shows the results of transferring this policy, with no additional training, across different agent team and opponent team sizes. Each cell represents the average over 100 separate trials with the stated team size combinations on a \( 20 \times 20 \) field. We see that the agents often reach the maximum step count of 100 when there are more teammates than opponents. However, when the teammates are outnumbered, the performance drops because the opponents can corner the ball holder while blocking all passes.
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**Figure 2**: (Left) Transfer of trained policy to different agent team and opponent team sizes. Each cell is the average episode length before ball capture over 100 trials.

Figure 3 shows the results of transferring a policy, with no additional training, across different field sizes. We see that despite large changes in the field size, the policy performance remains consistent, with an average of 84.67 \( \pm \) 6.52 steps.
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**Figure 3**: Transfer of a trained policy to different field dimensions. Each cell is average episode length before ball capture over 100 trials.

### 4 CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel state-action space representation that remains invariant to the number of agents in an environment. We have also presented a novel application of Fully Convolutional Networks to represent Q-functions in this encoding. We have demonstrated on a RoboCup inspired grid keepaway domain that using these techniques, it is possible to do zero shot transfer across team sizes and field sizes, with minimal change in policy performance.